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PG 9

VEGETATION
INSPIRATION
Blur the lines between interior and exterior

spaces.

Activate and shape sensory

experience.

Strive to be iconic.
Desire to connect to the earth’s natural

elements.

APPLICATION

Provide well designed vegetated terraces that
directly connect to interiors.
Incorporate Vertical Gardens into hotel
design.
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VEGETATION
MID RISE
Architects are beginning to advocate Green
hotels, deriving design from natural forms and
incorporating vegetation throughout. They are
expanding rooms through large decks and
terraces, planting vertical gardens and forests.

The Vietnamese architect Vo Trong Nghia is
known for verdant buildings, incorporating
lush greenery by way of giant planters, winding
rooftop gardens, and “green steel.” His new
hotel Atlas Hoi An, after the south central
coast UNESCO World Heritage Site in which it is
located, follows after this trend, with concrete
balconies that are outfitted with overflowing
planters. The 48-room hotel comprises four
volumes raised on concrete pillars and features
a simple facade constructed with locallysourced sandstone, while the foliage appears to
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cascade down the structure.
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VEGETATION
HIGH RISE
Vertical gardens are a sustainable addition
that are being introduced into hotel design.
They reduce cooling and heating loads, produce
oxygen, absorb noise, and provide a habitat for
insects and birds in city centers. .

Oasia Hotel Downtown, a verdant tower of
green in the heart of Singapore’s dense Central
Business District (CBD) , is an tropical urban
oasis. Designed by WOHA, this “living tower” is
unlike typical sleek and sealed skyscrapers, The
building has a series of programmatic zones,
each with its own sky garden. Landscaping is
used extensively as an architectural surface
façade and forms a major part of the development’s material palette both internally and
externally. The tower is conceived as a haven for
birds and animals, reintroducing biodiversity
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into the city.
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INSPIRATION

Connect to a hotel’s immediate
surroundings.

Renovation and reuse at the forefront
of hospitality design.
Combine historical and physical contexts
with design concept.

APPLICATION

Look to natural elements for design concept
inspiration.
Blend into local environment by designing low
impact structures.
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VERNACULAR

MONOCHROMATIC
Hotels designs are blending into the
surrounding landscape so as to not disturb the
natural habitat.

Chinese architecture firm C&C Design have
created an innovative hotel complex on the
Heng River in Huizhou, Guangdong Province in
southern China. The Heduli Paddy Hotel is
characterized by its harmonious engagement
with its surroundings. The context for the hotel
is a backdrop of undulating, green hills, paddy
fields and agricultural terrain, with the building
taking advantage of existing site constraints
and geographical features. Materially, the entire
complex utilizes responsibly sourced, vernacular
materials such as wood, bamboo and stone,
giving a natural and rustic overall feel to the
resort.
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VERNACULAR

CEILING
Designers are embracing regionalism and
cultural building traditions, looking to
vernacular forms and local conditions for
inspiration.

There’s not a sharp edge in sight within Greek
studio KLab’s design for the Andronikos

Hotel, which sits overlooking the Aegean sea
on the volcanic island of Santorini. The boutique
hotel features exaggeratedly curved arches,
pebble-like cushions and blobs of flat pastel
colors on the floor. KLab designed the hotel
to mimic the “cave-like” houses in this part of
Santorini, which is at the Greek island’s highest
point in the village of Imerovigli. Containing
six suites spread over four levels, the hotel is
entirely decorated in the blue, green, crisp white
and light brown hues of the Aegean.
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VERNACULAR

INSPIRATION
Promote a interactive and more
creative approach to design.
Celebrate a renewed interest in material

Texture.

Convey rhythm in building design
Provide aesthetically pleasing, and

site-integrated design.
APPLICATION

Utilize prefabricated sleeping huts to
efficiently use space.
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Look for repetitive elements in nature for
design inspiration.

REPETITION
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ARCHETYPAL
Modular sleeping rooms allow flexibility and
affordable hotels accommodations, while
introducing added space for social gathering.

Hotel ICHINICHI, designed by Aida Atelier, is a
small hostel located in a local shopping street
of Akabane, Tokyo, retro-fitted in an existing
five-story reinforced concrete building. The
“sleeping spaces” are a repetitive row of houselike huts, installed in the building’s redefined
interior space. The size for these huts are carefully
designed to provide just enough space for an
average guest to stand and sleep with his/her arms
wide open, relax, refresh and sleep comfortably.
Each hut is shaded by Noren, a traditional
Japanese fabric dividers. The façade is designed to
maximize transparency in order to show original
structures, chandelier and spiral staircase.
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REPETITION

SYMBOLIC
Repetition in building element help to not only
define space, but can provide a close visual
relationship with the surrounding landscape.

Hotel Doban, designed by HG-Architecture, is
located deeply in the Baekbyonbong Mountains
in South Korea and overlooks the South Han
River. The resort features a faceted roof line
reminiscent of the surrounding mountainous
locale. Each individual units unfolds
geometrically down the slope, giving each guest
autonomy of view and space. Inside, the multilevel units are loosely arranged. A mezzanine
floor connects an upper loft — where circular
windows overlook the landscape — and a slight
decline leads to a living area and terrace access.
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REPETITION
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THANK YOU
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All photos and content used with Permission
Designers featured:

• KLab Architecture
• Vo Trong Nghia Architects
• WOHA
• C&C DESIGN
• Aida Atelier
• HG-Architecture

CREDITS
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